Case Study: Nutritionally induced calf scour
I recently attended a farm where calves had been
struggling with scour, leading to death in some
cases, whilst on milk powder in the first week or two
of life.
Calf scour, as many of you will know, is not
uncommon and so I investigated this problem by
going through the most common causes; colostrum
management, calving hygiene, infectious causes of
calf scour and how milk replacer is prepared and fed.
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Having looked in detail at all of these areas, there
was nothing that I could attribute such severe
symptoms to. Having carefully assessed the milk
replacer constituents, I discovered a high ash
content, which is known to increase the rate of
abomasal emptying. 7% or lower is optimal, 8% or
higher can cause problems in young calves.
Fortunately this is something that can be changed
easily; and once a powder with a more suitable ash
content was being used (alongside some good work
in other areas of calf management), the number of
calves showing these symptoms has dropped
dramatically!
This is the fourth time I have seen issues that I
believe to be attributed to ash content in milk
powder, all of which resolved with a change of
powder and a few minor management changes.
It is well worth checking that your milk powder is
suitable for your calf-rearing goals, and if you want a
second opinion, show the label to your routine vet –
we are always happy to help.
Charlie Neale
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Shepton Vets is owned and run
by its vets. We are an
independently-owned
progressive veterinary practice,
with the advantage of being part
of the wider community of
XLVets. As part of XLVets we
work collaboratively, share
knowledge, experience and
skills, and we strive to achieve
excellence in veterinary practice.
For example, we have shared
our skills and experience in
training, such as AI courses and
cattle handling skills for foreign
farm workers, with other XLVets
practices. We have also learnt

“

Anytime, anyplace and anywhere!

from others experience with
medicines monitoring now that
there is increased scrutiny of
antibiotic use. XLVets acts as a
buying group allowing us to
source, and price, medicines
competitively, as well as to
identify the best value medicines
and approaches.
Most of all Shepton Vets share
the XLVets vision that by
working together we can
achieve so much more. To make
this happen practices need to be
led by their owners locally, and
with their feet (and ears) on the
ground. At S hept on all

”

decision-making, is veterinary
led and in the hands of the
people who work within our
practice. This allows us to
respond more rapidly to your
needs, and also to support our
staff in developing ideas for the
future of the practice, and
farming locally. We have been
locally based for 96 years now,
have adapted to changing
needs, and as a result
expanded. Not all vet practices
are the same.
Paddy Gordon

Community
Focus
Mendip Farmers
Point to Point
Sunday 25th March
Mendip Point to Point returns to
Ston Easton on the 25th March.
Camel racing will start at
11.30am, with the races starting
slightly later than previous
years.

Farm Office
Saturday Opening
From the 7th April, the farm
office will be open on Saturday
mornings from 8.30am – 12pm,
for advice and medicine orders.
We have two farm vets available
at weekends with Saturday
morning calls charged at our
standard rate, and calls after
1pm on Saturday are charged at
an out of hours visit fee.

Farmer Focus: Breeding & Genomics
Baby Update
Congratulations to Kate and Lottie on the
arrival of their healthy babies.
Kate’s babies, Wilfred Scott Travitzky and
Aeneas Jack Travitzky arrived at the end
of November weighing 7lb 1oz and 6lb
12oz respectively.
Lottie’s son Alfred Hylton Mayo was born
on the 8th February weighing a healthy
9lb 5oz.
(Photo Wilfred & Aeneas Travitzky).

Lambing Season

As the rate of genetic progress in the UK dairy herd

new sexed products; 4M and Sexcel. These both look

is at an all time high, it seems only right to make a

to offer improved conception rates compared with

few observations on what opportunities are available

‘normal’ sexed semen. A study carried out by Genus

for genetic gain in your herds in 2018.
New genetic indices: Feed efficiency, lameness, calf

on their product found it to achieve 87% of what
they would expect for conventional semen i.e.. If

survivability and carcass quality are four new

normal herd conception rate (CR) is 40%, the Sexcel

predicted transmitting abilities (PTAs) to be published

would give 87% of 40% = 34.8% CR. The study

this year. Data that was used ranged from BCMS
data for calf survivability to abattoir records for

carried out by Cogent on 4M gave 81%, so for the
same 40% rate you’d expect 32.4% CR. Both of

carcass quality, and all look to improve efficiency

which are respectable, give you the option to be

on-farm, as we all know that production alone does
not necessarily mean profit.

more selective over which cows you breed from and
replace low value Holstein bulls with high value beef

Genomic testing: NMR have recently released a new

bulls.

9K SNP chip for genomic testing, which will be lower
cost compared with the tests currently on the

If you would like to discuss any of the above
further, please feel free to contact me in the office.

market. Genomic testing is not something that should
Spring is finally here, and for many of you that also means the beginning of
lambing. For a successful 2018 season, the key is to be prepared. Ensuring
you have all the correct equipment you might need, will ensure ewes and

be limited to the ‘genetic elite’, as breeding/selling
decisions that could be worth hundreds of pounds
could be far better informed than when compared

lambs can be tended to quickly and efficiently.
We have on the shelves at the practice, many of the things

with parent averages. This is because a genomic test
gives the accuracy of a parent average plus more

that you may need around lambing such as strong Iodine
and also Calciject 20 CMD, an injection for Ewes containing
Calcium, Magnesium and Glucose, a convenient treatment
for pregnancy toxaemia and other metabolic imbalances in

records, all for a fairly modest cost. We will be
having a meeting later this year about this, so please

sheep close to lambing.

E v e n t s & Tr a i n i n g
Calendar

than a whole lactation-worth of milk recording

tell your routine vet or call the office if you’d be
interested in attending.
Advanced sexing technologies: Both Cogent and
Genus have relatively recently mainstreamed their

Team Shepton: Vicki Coxon

Calf scour and supportive fluids
Smallholder Lameness
Workshop
11th April
Calf Health
Effective Colostrum
Management
25th April

Charlie Neale

Whether due to bacteria, parasites, viruses or a dietary
indiscretion, calves can scour at any age. This can result in rapid
fluid and electrolyte losses causing the animal to become
dehydrated. The animals may also develop acidosis and other
health related issues as a result of the losses. As a result of this
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June 2018 will see my 10 year anniversary working at Shepton Vets. I

love the challenge of managing the busy farm office at the practice and
it certainly helps with the organisational skills I need for my hectic
home life with 2 children, an agricultural contractor partner (rarely

calves may lose weight or fail to thrive. If the loss of fluids and

spotted at home during daylight hours!), and 2 thoroughly spoilt guinea

electrolytes isn’t corrected this could result in death.

pigs.

Foot Trimming
27th April

The treatment of these animals aims to address the cause, correct

We are quite a sporty family so out of work I am often to be found

dehydration, address acidosis/electrolyte imbalances and maintain energy.

dashing to swimming pools or loitering on the side-lines of a rugby

DIY AI Course
25th – 28th June

Feeding a supportive rehydration therapy alongside milk should be the choice of
treatment in order to provide slow release energy, amino acids that helps support

pitch in the pouring rain. Both my daughter Ellen and I swim for Frome

the gut, maintaining abomasal pH and providing natural antimicrobials.

Email:
training@sheptonvets.com for Rehydion gel is a rehydration therapy that can be fed with milk or can be given
more information or to book a by mouth if calf is suckling. It contains the correct balance of electrolytes and
space.
glucose and can be fed to the calf twice daily until scour stops.

Swimming Club, with Ellen generally having more success and bringing
home the silverware! My son Isaac will take on any sport going – you
name it he’ll give it a go! Besides sport, my other love is history and
archaeology and I am a member of a local archaeology group who have
on-going excavations on a medieval site in Chewton Mendip.

”

